Cognitive behavior-based advanced course for chronic traffic violators

Course description

NSC Chronic Offender is recommended for drivers with multiple traffic violations, those with poor driving behaviors or egregious traffic offenses who need a catalyst for positive change.

NSC Chronic Offender is an eight-hour instructor-led classroom program developed to educate and reduce prolonged recidivism among chronic traffic violators. The goal of this course is to assist individuals in recognizing the risks of their current behaviors by identifying the underlying needs they are trying to meet with their dangerous driving behaviors and developing positive alternative strategies to fulfill those needs.

Available in English and Spanish, this highly-interactive course was designed with small group discussion and non-threatening/non-judgmental activities between students and instructor to meet the guidelines and content requirements for court and state government traffic safety and ticket diversion programs. Embedded with the Choice Theory Psychology based on the Glasser Institute, this course will influence and challenge participants to choose more responsible behind-the-wheel positive behaviors and improved attitudes so they self-optimize to choose to drive safely, responsibly, respectfully and lawfully.

What participants will learn

This curriculum is specifically designed for repeat traffic violators and court referrals, as a diversion program for drivers with excessive violations, or for drivers with poor driving habits. Participants will be provided with the knowledge, skills and techniques to improve their driving-related choices, and thereby avoid collisions and decrease future violations. Learners are actively involved in evaluating their driving habits and making decisions and choices about their driving behaviors.

Course features

- Flexible, modularized course structure to accommodate court and state government traffic safety programs, as well as assist organizations with unique driver training needs
- Practical content addressing defensive driving techniques, traffic safety research and embedded psychology principles to encourage individuals to drive more responsibly
- Significant emphasis on making a commitment to change one’s driving behaviors to reduce the risk of future traffic violations, vehicle collision, personal injury or death
- State-of-the-art multimedia instructional presentation integrating videos, animated graphics and illustrations and content slides
- Learner progress testing to ensure that participants reach a desired level of competency
NSC Chronic Offender Instructor Certification and Course Materials

Instructor Certification is required to teach NSC Chronic Offender

Become certified to teach NSC Chronic Offender through the NSC eLearning Instructor Certification Training. The Program uses a modular approach providing interactive elements and exercises to engage participants including real-life instructor experiences, videos, animations, games, and knowledge checks. The Course provides the principles about NSC Defensive Driving Courses and DDC safe driving techniques, proven-effective facilitation methods, and the instructional standards and training skills to deliver a successful driver improvement program. The Candidate Instructor will learn the teach NSC Chronic Offender Course curriculum in detail during the eLearning Instructor Certification Program. The NSC Chronic Offender eLearning Instructor Certification Course will take approximately 12 hours to complete.

For more information how to become a Certified DDC Instructor, call (800) 621-7619 or go to nsc.org/eLearning

Request more information at nsc.org/eLearning-INFO

NSC Chronic Offender Course Materials

National Safety Council Defensive Driving Courses deliver standardized, consistent curriculum ensuring uniformity in content management, instructor presentation and facilitation techniques. Our Programs are research-driven and designed, written and reviewed by leading safety experts, driver education professionals, statisticians and data analysts and an international advisory committee.

Instructor Resource Kit

The NSC Chronic Offender Instructor Resource Kit includes the Training Materials necessary to teach this Course. Each Candidate Instructor will need an Instructor Resource Kit to complete the eLearning Instructor Certification Course. Your Instructor Resource Kit includes:

• Instructor Manual
• Multimedia and Instructor Presentation — videos, animated graphics and illustrations, hazard recognition scenarios, real-life driving situations and interactive group exercises
• Reality and Choice Theory Book
• Student Course Guide
• Certification of Completion
• Reference Material and Administrative Guidelines
• First Year of Instructor Credentials*

Course Guide and Certificate of Completion – One Course Guide required per student/course participant.

Learn more: nsc.org/DDC-Instructor-Courses • (800) 621-7619

Request for more: nsc.org/DDC-INFO

*Your first year of DDC Instructor Credential is included when you complete the eLearning Instructor Certification Course. Instructor recertification is billed annually after that.